
 

What a year for Irvine Slammers FC! 

It’s the end of our 2nd full year of SAQ training with Sweat City Fitness and it’s been quite an 

amazing experience working with and getting to know your young athletes. 

I’ve noticed something pretty cool going on with the kids’ mentality about SAQ… 

In year 1, it took some time to get players to buy-in to the toughness and hard-work. A couple kids would get it, and that would slowly 

trickle down to a few more over time. 

But now, this “blue-collar” attitude has become the mindset of the majority. I see first-time players show up at SAQ and immediately 

bust their butts trying to prove that they can keep up with the veterans. And even more awesome is seeing the veterans step up as 

leaders and motivate new players by telling them that even though SAQ is tough, it’s worth it because they’ve all gotten so much faster 

and fitter. 

Hard-work is contagious, and the Slammers have caught the bug! 

A Summary of SAQ Year 2 

In summer, our training goals were to increase speed and conditioning in preparation for tournaments. Our U10 program received extra 

time working on their running form, while our older players looked to improve strength and explosiveness. 

Over fall/winter, our goal was maintain the speed and fitness they built over summer. The program switched its primary focus to injury 

prevention, core/leg strength, and improving their movement patterns (called “functional strength”). 

After the New Year, we went back into “kick-butt” mode in preparation for State/National Cup. Speed, agility, and conditioning were all 

amped up to get them peaking athletically. 

The Results? 

The club’s average 60 yd Dash time in August was 9.60, in November it dropped to 9.17, and in February it dropped to 8.67. The 

standard rate of improvement over a 9 month period is 0.25 seconds, but our Slammers improved by 0.93 seconds! 

I heard from a few coaches that the players are noticeably fitter than their opponents and is a big reason for the Irvine Slammers 

increased success on the field. 

I’ve also heard from several players that they've become standouts in track and cross-country. And the best was hearing from a couple 

kids that although they used to hate running, they now love it and look forward to conditioning! 

 

I’m a proud coach! 

 

 

 



A Look Ahead 

We’re off on break for June, but we’ll be back the first week of July. We’re planning on creating a separate program for our Premier 

teams to ensure they are being trained like the elite athletes they are. 

We’ll be picking things up pretty full-go once summer starts, so encourage your kids to stay active over June so they don’t lose all the 

hard work they put in this past year. It only takes about 2-3 weeks of inactivity to lose a year’s worth of progress; don’t let it happen to 

you! 

Thanks to all the Parents! 

Trust me, I know your kids probably give you resistance when you make them to go to SAQ to run sprints on their off-day. But they 

know it’s good for them and they owe you gratitude for pushing them to become great. So on behalf of your kids, their coaches, and 

Sweat City Fitness, THANK YOU for getting them out there and keeping them motivated! 

Thanks for Sweatin’ w/ us! 

Chris Chinn  

President | Sweat City  

chris@sweatcityfitness.com  

650-759-2390  

www.sweatcityfitness.com 
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